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UNION VOICE

UNITED WE CONQUER DIVIDED WE FALL
Aesop’s “Bundles Of Sticks”
A father had a family of sons who were perpetually quarreling among themselves. When he failed to heal their disputes by
his exhortations, he determined to give them a practical illustration of the evils of disunion; and for this purpose he one
day told them to bring him a bundle of sticks.
When they had done so, he placed the bundle into the hands of each of them in succession, and ordered them to break it in
pieces. They tried with all their strength, and were not able to do it.
He next opened the bundle, took the sticks separately, one by one, and again put them into his sons' hands, upon which
they broke them easily.
He then addressed them in these words: "My sons, if you are of one mind, and unite to assist each other, you will be as this
bundle, uninjured by all the attempts of your enemies; but if you are divided among yourselves, you will be broken as
easily as these sticks."
Union gives strength.

Don’t forget! Next Monthly Membership Meeting will be September 27th @ 1 pm
Did you know?
UAW Local 1268 has a website...UAW1268.ORG
A great place to look for:
Upcoming events

Names and contact numbers

Archive of newsletters & photos

Meeting dates and times

Helpful links to information

Much, much more...
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Region 4 UAW V-CAP RAFFLE
1st V. President

UAW V-CAP is an independent political committee created by the UAW.

10,000.00
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President’s Report
Most of you are probably asking yourselves - Why strike? To many, the thought of going on strike is scary
because many of you have not been through one before. Yes they are scary, and yes it may or may not come to
be, but the importance behind the strike is what we need to understand.
The National Labor Relations Act of 1935, commonly referred to as the Wagner Act, protects the rights of both
union and nonunion workers to participate in concerted activity. The U.S. National Labor Relations Board
defines concerted activity as a group of workers acting on their own or with union representation to address
working conditions such as pay, benefits, safety and hours. Striking is considered a concerted activity under the
NLRB. The strike authorization vote gives the UAW its members’ permission to use what has often been the
union’s most potent weapon if negotiations falter. How much is gained by striking has to be weighed against the
potential damage to the U.S. auto industry. A protracted walkout at one or all of the “Big Three” could result in
market share losses to makers like Toyota that build cars more cheaply in the United States because their plants
are non-union. It was also agreed in the previous contract talks not to strike as Chrysler worked its way through
a near-death experience. Now that the auto industry is booming again, with more than 17 million new cars
expected to be sold in the United States this year, the union wants to walk back some of the concessions it
made when times were tough.
We offered a Strike prep class at the hall two weeks ago and had a good showing of members that attended.
It is important to understand how much work behind the scenes will be done in order to ensure a successful
strike, what your role as a union member is in a strike and how we can ensure the company will hear our voices.
Unions have a substantial impact on the compensation and work lives of both unionized and non-unionized
workers. Unions effect wages, fringe benefits, total compensation, pay inequality, and workplace protections.
Unions reduce wage inequality because they raise wages more for low and middle-wage workers than for
higher-wage workers, more for blue-collar than for white-collar workers, and more for workers who do not have
a college degree.
So you see there is more to just going on strike to hurt the company – it’s about fair wages, benefits, safety,
hours, better working conditions and much, much more. We have endured enough during this last contract and
must come together and show that enough is enough.

In Solidarity,
George Welitschinsky
UAW Local 1268 President
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Vice-President’s Report
Brothers & Sisters,
I hope everyone had a safe and enjoyable summer spending time with family and
friends. Since everyone’s return from the two week vacation shut down period, Unit
1, Chrysler has started National and Local Negotiations.
You may ask “What is the difference between National and Local Negotiations”?
The National Negotiations are when the Union negotiates with the Company over
wages, benefits, pensions, joint programs, health & safety, and insourcing of work.
The Union Representatives on the National Bargaining Team consist of officials, from
each labor market, who are elected by their respective peers. The Bargaining Team
members are from divisions of the assembly plants, parts plants and the Skilled Trades Department. The UAW
International Vice President and his staff from the UAW Chrysler Department meet at the table, in sub committees, and collectively negotiate our National Agreement.
Once they have reached a tentative agreement, the elected and appointed officials from the locals travel to
Detroit to review the new changes and answer any questions concerning the contract. Concluding the meeting,
everyone returns to their local and schedules a date and time for a contract ratification meeting and vote. The
Unit 1 membership attends these meetings to review the highlights and changes in the contract and have a
question/answer period.
During or concluding the meeting the active members, from Unit 1, decide whether they are in favor or against
the new changes in the contract and cast their vote by secret ballot. After every UAW Local representing the
Chrysler employees has had their meetings and voted, all of the ballots are counted to determine if the
membership has agreed to ratify the new contract or not. Normally, the National Contract between the UAW
and Chrysler Corporation is a 4 year agreement.
The Local Negotiations is where your Local Bargaining Committee, consisting of the Local President, Vice
President, Recording Secretary, Financial Secretary, Shop Chairman and the remaining 6 Committeemen from
Unit 1 specifically bargain on issues concerning our plant such as; working conditions, overtime equalization rules,
and job posting policies and procedures. They DO NOT negotiate for wages, benefits, or pensions at the local
level. An example of something that would be brought to the table would be the fans hanging throughout the
plant in the workstations. They were negotiated for by your Local Union Bargaining Committee, along with the air
conditioning and ice machines that are in the break areas and cafeterias, and also the picnic tables that are placed
outside the plant. The company doesn’t just give you these things; they have to be negotiated for.
Once a tentative agreement has been agreed upon, the same process as at the National level is followed with a
ratification meeting and secret ballot vote. Hopefully this helps for those who didn’t know what the differences
were between National and Local Negotiations. It is very important during this time that the entire membership
stands together. We need to put any differences we may have aside and fight for the same common goal, for a
fair and just contract.
In Solidarity,
Kevin Logan, UAW Local 1268, Vice President

2nd Vice President’s Report
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Greetings Brothers and Sisters,

I hope that all of you had a great summer and were able to enjoy the time with your families and friends. This
summer we completed negotiations for Unit #8, representing workers at Grupo-Antolin. We were able to make
significant improvements to wages and benefits with additional vacation days for senior employees. The Brothers
and Sisters of Unit #8 were able to secure an improved attendance policy, which allows them to earn attendance
points much faster than the previous agreement and additionally allows them to earn paid personal days for perfect
attendance as well. They were also able to bargain for protection of their pay on days where they short shift beyond
5 hours, guaranteeing a full day’s pay on those days where the customer goes home early. They also made
improvements in their overtime pay, including overtime for all hours worked beyond their normally scheduled shift.
These are just some of the improvements they were able to bargain for the Members of Unit #8, and I want to
recognize the Bargaining Committee (Mike Westphal, Terry Webb, Raul Zavala and Amanda Geishert) for their
steadfast work and dedication to their member’s needs. I would also like to thank the Members of Unit #8 themselves
for their patience throughout the bargaining process, and for their display of Solidarity, which allowed us to secure an
agreement for them that pushes the ball forward for all of us.
As we are all aware, Unit #1 is currently in bargaining at the National and Local levels. I want to take this opportunity
to let the Brothers and Sisters of Unit #1 know that we stand in Solidarity with you and will do whatever we need to
do to assist you should it be necessary. I have great faith in your Bargaining Committees at the Local and the
International levels. The challenges faced in these negotiations are tremendous and we all wish the best for you.
You are fortunate to have an experienced and dedicated Bargaining Committee representing you throughout the
process at the local level and I know that they will be successful for the Members of Unit #1. We stand with you in
Solidarity, as one Local Union, united in the fight for economic and social justice.
In the near future we will be in bargaining for Unit #10 for the maintenance department who will be negotiating their
first contract with IAC. We will also begin preparing for negotiations at Unit #2 later this year with Johnson Controls
whose contract expires in February of 2016. Thank you all for your support of this Local Leadership.

In Solidarity,
Bill Hamilton
2nd Vice-President
UAW Local 1268

Get Big 3 Bargaining Updates!
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Recording Secretary Report
Brothers and sisters, now is the time to truly engage in your union. Many do not know the history
of the UAW and the fight our prior leadership and members have gone through to win the benefits
we have today. They are some bent on breaking up the union with everything they have-who may
you ask?-The 1%, the Koch Brothers of the world. We constantly hear how the Koch Brothers are
spending billions of dollars to fund politicians who will vote for THEIR policies and support
eliminating the middle class forever.
I read an interesting commentary by Ellen Reiss, Aesthetic Realism Chairman of Education, to an
issue of The Right Of Aesthetic Realism to Be Known, she describes the basis of the profit system:
“In the last years, I have been describing the following fact: those who insist that the profit way
must be the basis of our economy have been trying to do the one thing that can now keep it going.
That one thing is: make Americans work for less and less pay, so more and more of the money they earn with their labor
can go into the pockets of the owners, who don’t do the work. Only by increasingly impoverishing the American people
can the profit system now go on. Of course, to pay people less and less, to impoverish them successfully, one must try to
annihilate unions. Unions - which have fought for and won better economic lives for people over the decades, are one of
the biggest embodiments of ethics as a force.”
The time is now to use a right we have been given - the right to VOTE. Vote for those that will fight for labor, for the
union, especially for the middle class. We have heard so many terms lately in the news that are working against not only
the unions but all the working people - here are a few: Right-To-Work, TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership), Fast Track. Our
leadership has put out information on calling your representatives to let them know that we do not agree with these
types of bills. How many of you made that call? Many did not because they think that it does not affect our everyday
living. As citizens we all strive for a better living wage, a good education for our children, safe neighborhoods, more jobs
etc.. How do we sustain or attain these things? By supporting those that support the working men and women. The truth
is the middle class is disappearing quickly and soon there will only be the poor and the rich.
I cannot stress enough the importance of knowing what it is to be a good member in standing with your union. Paying
dues is one yes, but there is a lot more you can do: Do you have a copy of the Constitution? Our local Bylaws? Have you
attended YOUR union meetings? Have you attended any type of union rally? Have you considered joining a standing
committee? Do you know what roles your leadership have? You have many rights as union members but until you
engage in your union you are just someone who pays dues. Think about what you can do from this day on to support
your community, local businesses, your schools, your Union!
I leave you with another commentary by Ellen Reiss, from the article Unions and Beauty in an issue of The Right Of
Aesthetic Realism to Be Known:
“And the question Americans now have to answer is one I have asked here before: What should be sacrificed-decent jobs
for millions of Americans, or profits of individuals who didn’t earn them, so that millions of people can have decent,
dignified lives? There can no longer be both. Another question is: If no one were making personal profit from the work
of others, and everyone were making a good living and feeling expressed-would that be good? Would that be beautiful?
Ethical? Truly American? The answer is Yes!”

In Solidarity,
Maria Medina
Recording Secretary

Financial Secretary Report
Greetings Sisters and Brothers!
I am writing this article to try to explain about and
differentiate from the misinformation on the floor regarding
a potential strike. To begin, last month at the Union Hall we
had over 250 members show up to take the strike class
taught by the International UAW. My thanks to all of those
members who showed up and I hope you were able to take
something out of the class.
As you all hopefully know, we recently took a strike
authorization vote at the Hall which passed with
overwhelming support. However, just because we took that
vote does not mean that we are absolutely going to strike.
A strike is our “nuclear option” when all other means of
bargaining fail. The intent of the strike is to financially impact
the Company so that it will return to the bargaining table
with a better offer. We must realize though that a strike
would financially impact all of us as well. It is a sacrifice
which our forefathers in the UAW made to get us the wages
and benefits that we have. We have not utilized the strike
option in some time however, and we have seen a reduction
in our benefits (mainly a second tier) since we last went on
strike.
I am trying to put this into perspective especially for the
newer employees. Chrysler in their history never GAVE us
tier 1 wages or retirement benefits; those benefits were
fought for and earned by the UAW members who came
before us. Everything we have was bargained for at the
negotiating table and there were sacrifices made at every
step of the way. I absolutely stand with the demand that tier
2 wages be eliminated and all employees be on the same
wage scale. I want to make sure that all of you who agree
with that statement realize that the Company is never going
to just roll over and comply. We have to be willing to make
sacrifices to get what we demand. That potentially includes a
prolonged time with very minimal income coming in. So now
that we’ve covered a little bit about when we strike, let’s get
into how a strike would proceed. It is imperative that ALL
employees be up to date at the Union Hall with their contact
information. In the coming weeks you will see questionnaires
on the floor requesting all employees to verify their address/
phone number/email/etc. We need to have up to date information because every employee will be receiving a mailed
notification of when and where their potential strike duties
will be. Every employee will be expected to work a 4 hour
shift once a week to be eligible for benefits. So once again,
please take the time to fill out the questionnaires and make
sure that we have your current information. Additionally,
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should something change in your contact information, please
make sure that you update your information with the Union
Hall.
The current strike benefits are $200 per week plus
healthcare. That $200 will not be taxed, however if the strike
were to continue past multiple weeks ($600 earnings) then
those earnings would have to be reported to the IRS and you
would be taxed on them at the end of the year. The biggest
cost in the event of a strike though is the continued health
coverage for all employees. Everyone would be interviewed
to see which health care plan would be more cost effective
for the Union. This means that in the case of an individual
going through high cost medical treatments for themselves or
their child/ spouse, (i.e. Chemotherapy/Bypass surgery/
etc…) the Union may find it more cost effective to pay for the
COBRA coverage of your existing insurance. As we get closer
to a potential strike, times will be set at the Union Hall for
everyone to come and be interviewed. Due to the high
number of members, specific days will be assigned. In truth,
this article could be turned into a novel to explain all of the
nuances of a strike. I completely admit that in my 17 years
with Chrysler, I have never been on strike for even a day.
I have been under the threat of a looming strike and been
mailed my picket duties but I have never actually walked.
I have been through several training classes, but there is no
substitute for experience. If we were to strike, this would be
my first, and as much of a learning experience for me as for
everyone else. I have several duties to perform in the event
of a strike, and first and foremost is what I have asked for
already. Please fill out your questionnaires and get them
turned in. With nearly 4,300 employees at Chrysler I can’t
stress the importance of having your personal information up
to date. Thank you all for your cooperation.

United We Stand Strong
Michael Moe,
Financial Secretary UAW 1268

To update your contact information visit UAW 1268
Union Hall or online: UAW1268.ORG
select “Update Contact Information”
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Fiat Chrysler Has a Lot Riding on UAW Talks
As contract negotiations with the United Auto Workers enter the
home stretch, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCAUFCAU) has more at
stake than its larger peers. One of the central issues in this
summer’s talks is a two-tier wage structure that has been in place
for eight years. Anyone hired after 2007 is paid up to $19 an hour as
Tier 2 employees, while veteran workers in Tier 1 receive around
$28 an hour. Many in the industry believe the system helped
automakers control costs and add thousands of employees at U.S.
factories. But FCA, the least profitable of Detroit’s Big Three
automakers and whose workforce has the largest percentage of
lower-paid employees, has sided with union officials in calling for an
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles CEO Sergio Marchionne (far left) and
end to two-tier pay. “We are going to try our darnedest to close it
UAW President Dennis Williams mark the beginning of contract
up,” CEO Sergio Marchionne said during an event that marked the
negotiations in July 2015. (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles)
start of negotiations in July. “We need to design a career path for
people who come into this business that tells them that if they work hard they can get there.” Marchionne has been even more
adamant in the past. At the Detroit Auto Show in January, the Italian-born executive said the current pay structure is “almost
offensive.” “There can’t be two classes for people who do the same work,” Marchionne told members of the press.
So it certainly appears that Marchionne and the UAW agree that tiered wages are on their way out. The only question is how it
might happen. Under their current four-year deals with the UAW, Detroit’s Big Three automakers agreed to cap their Tier 2
employees, who earn close to half the total wages and benefits of Tier 1. FCA’s Tier 2 cap was set at 25%, but the lower wage
group accounts for an estimated 45% of FCA’s factory staff of 36,000 people. FCA will look for flexibility to narrow the gap at its
own pace. If FCA is asked to shift 20% of its Tier 2 workers to Tier 1, it would cost $145 million a year and lower profit margins by
0.3 percentage points, according to Susquehanna Financial Group. “Do I think that the UAW is going to hold a super-hard line and
force [FCA] to convert all those people to Tier 1? No, I don’t think it will be that draconian,” said Matt Stover, an automotive
analyst at Susquehanna. Tier 2 caps do not appear to be a problem for General Motors (GM) or Ford Motor Co. (F).
GM agreed to implement a Tier 2 cap of 20% to 25% of its hourly workforce once the current UAW contract expires after Sept. 14.
But GM’s Tier 2 workers already fall below that ceiling, comprising approximately 19% of all production employees. Ford fell
below its cap of 20% after promoting about 500 workers early this year. “I think this is more challenging for Chrysler to navigate
because it’s so significant a proportion of their headcount. Therefore, this issue matters most to them,” Stover said. Efraim Levy,
an analyst at S&P Capital IQ, expects FCA and the UAW to reach an agreement that would put the automaker on a path toward
narrowing the gap between tiers or eliminating them altogether. This can be done through a step-by-step process under the next
contract or over the course of multiple contracts. “The heart of negotiations will be to get concessions on eliminating the two tiers
at GM and Ford,” Levy added. “There’s more resistance on behalf of management for those companies. For the right trade-off,
changes can be made.” General Motors CEO Mary Barra (L) and United Auto Workers Union President Dennis Williams shake
hands as UAW Vice president Cindy Estrada watches following a press event officially beginning 2015 contract negotiations at the
UAW-GM Center Human Resources in Detroit, Michigan. UAW leaders have suggested that strong profits at GM and Ford
should translate into higher wages, particularly for entry-level workers. In 2014, GM’s North American earnings came in at $6.6
billion before interest and taxes. The company issued profit-sharing checks of $9,000, a record high. Ford doled out checks of
$6,900 on North American earnings of $6.9 billion. While FCA’s profit sharing rose to its highest level under the current UAW
contract, its earnings remain a fraction of its crosstown rivals. Employees received $2,750 each after the company reported a
modified North American operating profit of $3.5 billion. “FCA clearly needs greater use of Tier 2 folks. They have used that
system to improve their cost structure, although their margins are lower,” Stover said. Susquehanna anticipates a raise for Tier 2
workers from $19 to $24 an hour, while Tier 1 wages could remain the same. Factory operations and quality are other issues on
the table for FCA. Stover, citing low scores in J.D. Power’s latest Initial Quality Study and other tests, said FCA could pay a higher
productivity bonus during the next contract cycle.
By Matthew Rocco Published August 28, 2015
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ATTENTION UAW LOCAL 1268 RETIREES
& SURVIVING SPOUSES
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND
THE INFORMATIONAL MEETING HOSTED BY
THE UAW RETIREE MEDICAL BENEFITS TRUST
(URMBT)
FOR THE 2016 HEALTHCARE BENEFITS

DATE:
Tuesday, November 3, 2015
LOCATION:
Belvidere community Building
111 W. 1st Street, Belvidere IL 61008

TIME:
9:00 AM

UAW Local 1268 Benefits Representatives
(David, Valerie, & Charrise)
and Carriers will be in attendance.
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LABOR DAY 2015
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UAW 1268 Leadership and
the Civil & Human Rights
Committee recognized
UAW 1268 Retiree

Amy Hill
during the Local’s
50th Anniversary Celebration.
Sister Amy Hill was a trailblazer
in the early years of UAW Local
1268 and recently celebrated her
90th Birthday.
Thank you for your passion and
your contribution to your Union!
Below is the speech given in acceptance of this recognition:

Amy Hill’s daughters Pam and Harriet

Good Afternoon,

First I would like to say congratulations on the 50th Anniversary of the UAW Local 1268. This local has been a
household name in our home – growing up for many years. On behalf of our family we would like to give our
sincere gratitude for recognizing our mother for her efforts in the union.
Community is defined as a body of people associated with a common pursuit, it creates meaning, whether it’s you
neighbors or co-workers - a supportive community is an essential ingredient for a fulfilling life. It teaches to care
about a common cause, 49 years ago our mother became a part of a common cause that all of you share today. The
embodiment of ideas of equality and opportunity for all labor workers. To make sure that we all are given
opportunities based on equal measures.
Growing up all of my siblings remember the calls late in the evening or all weekend discussing strategies to organize
meetings on a variety of issues, from working conditions in the departments, to making sure every qualified
individual had the opportunity to apply for skill trades positions. Two names stand out that we remember, they are
Jake Cates and Dave Davenport - we remember the long conversations. For those who knew my mother, those
conversations were usually very spirited conversations. Her passion for helping in the fight for helping in the fight
for equality took on a persona all of its own. As a woman in the 60’s our mother was very progressive for the time.
She didn’t care what color you were, what your title was – she believed everyone should have and equal platform
and your work ethic would speak for itself. She instilled this in each of her children, she always told us that we were
just as good as anyone else – never allow anyone to under-estimate your abilities. She was our cheerleader and
today we are hers. She passed the torch to a new generation that will continue the efforts of speaking up for those
who have no voice and thank you to UAW Local 1268 for being the voice.
On behalf of the family we say “Thank You”.
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UAW BENEFITS OFFICE UPDATES AND
REMINDERS FOR ACTIVE EMPLOYEES UNIT 1 CHRYSLER
DENTAL - Many new hires are becoming eligible (after 3 full years of seniority) for dental benefits.
Delta Dental of Michigan is the provider. There are no cards issued. Your social security number is your ID
and your group number is 8220-0001. It is your responsibility to make sure you are going to a participating
dentist. Eligible employees can go on the website: www.deltadentalmi.com or phone: 1-888-293-8271 to
find a participating provider.
VISION – New hires are also eligible for an eye exam after 3 years of seniority. After 5 years of seniority
you are eligible for glass or contact lens benefit. Eligible employees can go on the website:
www.davisvision.com or phone: 1-800-282-8975 to make sure you are going to a participating provider.
No cards are issued. Your social security number is your ID number. Client code for active members is
3711.
DEPENDENTS – You can add on dependents to your healthcare coverage
free of charge as part of your Union negotiated benefits. If you add them on when
you become eligible for benefits there is no waiting period. If your add them on later they do not become
eligible until the first of the month following the month they were added on (for example: if your added
on a dependent in August 2015 they would not be eligible for coverage until October 1, 2015) unless there
was a qualifying event i.e. birth, adoption, loss of coverage. You can keep a child on your coverage until
the end of the month in which they turn 26. It is your responsibility to add or remove
dependents from your healthcare coverage when they become eligible or
ineligible.
NOTE: Employees are automatically enrolled in dental and vision coverage when they become eligible.
You will have to go online: www.resources.hewitt.com or phone Benefit Express: 1-888-456-7800 to enroll
your dependents on your dental or vision coverage.
DEPENDENT VERIFICATION – When you add dependents on your healthcare coverage you must
verify (submit documentation) them or they will be dropped. You will receive a letter stating what
documents you have to submit and the date they have to be turned in by. Please do not ignore this letter.
If your dependents are dropped you will have to go through the appeal process to get them back on. Your
appeal may be approved or denied.
SERVICES, FEES, AND TESTING NOT COVERED:
 Allergy Testing
 Clinic and/or Facility Fees
 Observation Charges
CARDS – All full-time and part-members should have a Blue Cross Blue Shield card. Your group number
is 82400. Phone: 1-800-810-2583; Website: www.bcbsm.com No individual cards are issued for
dependents.
CAREMARK – All full-time employees should have a Caremark card for prescriptions. Once again no
individual cards are issued for dependents. Phone: 1-866-329-4448; Website: www.caremark.com
BENEFICIARIES – There are still a lot of members who have not designated beneficiaries. You can
designate who you want online (make sure you complete the transaction and print the confirmation
number), or call Benefit Express (1-888-456-7800). You will need the name, birthdate, social security
number and the address of the beneficiary.
DIABETIC SUPPLIES – Active members with Blue Cross Blue Shield can use EDGEPARK
(1-800-321-0591) or Medtronic (1-800-646-6433) as their supplier for test strips, lancets, glucose meters
and insulin pumps.
PLEASE CONTACT THE UAW BENEFITS OFFICE IMMEDIATELY IF YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS REGARDING YOUR BENEFITS.

CHARRISE: 815-547-2468

DAVID: 815-547-2118

VALERIE: 815-547-2460
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CONGRATULATIONS BOB RANDLE
In May of this year, Bob Randle, Unit
9, Tri-Dim, received the Legacy Award
from Chrysler.
Bob began his employment with
Chrysler in 1972 in Detroit, Michigan.
The plant was closed in 1979. And
then in 1981, Bob’s seniority brought
him to Belvidere and he worked in
Material and then in GSO until his
retirement in 2008.
Bob has been with Tri-Dim Filter
now since February 2, 2009. Tri-Dim
recognized Bob with Tri-Dim’s award
for perfect attendance in June, 2015,
That makes 36 years that Bob has
never missed a day of work.
That’s awesome! Congratulations Mr.
Randle, your dedication and honor is
appreciated by all of us.

FCA Plant Manager Dominic Ventola, Ellsworth Dismuke,
Tri-Dim Site Manager with Bob Randle after receiving Legacy
Award in May-2015

In Solidarity,
Gregg Konitski
Unit 9 Chairperson

June 4, 2015
Robert,
Tri-Dim Filter Corporation would like to extend our sincere appreciation
to you as a loyal and dependable employee for the past 43 years. While
only six of those years are with Tri-Dim, we see the same loyalty and
dedication that you devoted to Chrysler.
Your work ethic is something that is seldom seen today, and we would
like to thank you for keeping that virtue alive in your work. A consistent
willingness to go above and beyond in your job is what we would like to
see in all of our employees. You always show up on time, you never miss
a day, you carry yourself in a positive manner, you always have a smile,
you are a trustworthy employee and managers can always count on you
to get the job done. Thank you for being a strong example for your
co-workers, peers, and supervisors.
As a company, we desire to take care of our employees and we would
not be where we are today without loyal employees with exceptional
work ethic like yourself. We are tremendously blessed to have you as a
part of the Tri-Dim family and we want to encourage you to continue
working hard and being an example to others.
Thank you,

Bob Randle received the Legacy Award from Dominic Ventola

Darren Hernandez
President and Chief Operating Officer
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"What will you do?"
Our union has been growing steady over the past few years, even with
the tough, grinding organizing being done in the south. Yet why do I feel
concerned about the current state of our unity?
The message that our union has today is not the same as the one our
retirees fought tirelessly for in the past. You've heard the term "divide and
conquer", right? All of us have heard it and a number of us are more
familiar with this term than we realize. Those of you who are Tier 1 just
think back...remember back when we had everyone from Ohio to Delaware
transfer to Belvidere? How were they welcomed? I can tell you that it
wasn't a nice welcome for most, a situation that personally embarrassed
me. No matter where you started, you're now "1268".... there was a lot of
unnecessary resentment on all sides back then. If I had come from another plant, in another state, receiving
all types of negativity from all directions, I would react with a not so nice attitude. But the thing I took from it
was that the people "upstairs" loved it. The fighting and constant arguing, we couldn't even have a
membership meeting without everyone pointing fingers.
Those days have come and gone...or have they?? Now we have a new struggle staring us right in the
face: Bridging the gap between tiers has been the hot debate. But now the question is what have we learned
since the introduction of tiers? Yet another divide and conquer moment of course, but it runs much deeper
than that. Sure, it saved the company from going under, but Tier 1s took a bullet with pay freezes, and the
retirees were hit hard as well. We took the punch, we hit the floor but we made the count and it's time to
deliver our own uppercut. We as a union held our end of the bargain and now it's time to restore what was
promised to us, but now it seems that's easier said than done. Did any of us want a Tier 2? - Of course not,
but it was done and in my opinion, at that time we really had no choice in the matter. The point I'm making is
this: it's going to be a very, long hard struggle to get everyone up to standard, but that doesn't mean it can't
be done...just as long as we stick together as one.
Let's be honest, neither tier can survive without the other, and that's the truth. But the one thing that
bothers me the most is not enough of our Tier 2 Brothers and Sisters are involved with their union, and "NO"
I'm not talking dues. I'm talking about showing up for your monthly membership meetings, and keeping the
co-worker next to you informed of what's going on, but at the same time trying to get them to come along with
you for a meeting, even of that means picking them up. It's only one day out of the month, and it's all about
your future. A future that's going to be decided on in the upcoming months, which will in turn define what
today's UAW really stands for and is all about, but in the meantime…

"what will YOU do as a member of UAW 1268 to promote our unity?"
In Solidarity,
Horace W. Hubbard Jr.
Veterans Committee, Chairman

Informed and United
It’s important to read and learn about the UAW. We have excellent information from our UAW local 1268 team as
well from our international UAW team. You will understand why we use the words Sister, Brother and in Solidarity.
Don’t just say these words. Think about what they really mean. They have other meaning like camaraderie and
unity. By getting along with each other, helping one another we become united and stronger. Read about what our
past brothers and sister had to endure. Talk to members who lived through these past struggles. It is impressive and
inspiring. They united and won many of the present benefits we enjoy today. Our present union leadership is
working diligently at the local and national level to secure the benefits, the pay, and the working conditions we
deserve. These benefits are hard fought and not easily won. They work for Civil rights, voting rights, fair housing,
women rights, elderly and people with disabilities rights. They work to secure economic and social justice for all
people. Be strong and united! For WE are the UAW.
UAW AM Co-lead Maurice Paschal.

“AND IN THIS CORNER!...”
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Seniority Date: 7-17-12
Company: FCA Dept.: 9150 Shift: C
Hometown: Detroit, Michigan
Favorite Food: Fish

Job: Weather Strip 5/8

Status: Fulltime

Currently Living: Rockford, Illinois

Favorite Sports/Teams: Football; Detroit Lions

Favorite Indoor/Outdoor Activity: Fishing; Roller Skating

Tyrone Settles


If you could meet anyone, living or dead, who would it be and what would you ask them? Charlie Parker
(saxophonist). “I would ask him to play the song April In Paris.”



What’s the hardest thing you’ve ever done? “Marine Corps Boot Camp”



Away from work, what do you like to do, as well as hobbies? “I like to relax by the water, fishing and listening to
jazz.”



If you would change one thing in your work environment, what would it be? “I would change the communication with management and line workers.”



Where do you see yourself ten years from now? “Successful”
Seniority Date: 2-17-97
Company: FCA Dept.: Repair Shift: C
Hometown: Rockford, Illinois

Job: Electrical Repair

Status: Fulltime

Currently Living: Rockford, Illinois

Favorite food: Mexican, but I also enjoy spicy Hawaiian pizza from Gerry's.
Favorite Sports/ Teams: White Sox, Blackhawks, Bulls, San Diego Chargers...I’m into all of my teams.

Scott Edwards

Favorite Indoor/Outdoor Activity: In the summer I like to go to baseball games, see concerts and go
to
festivals. Winter I go to Blackhawks or Bulls games, out to dinner with family and friends. I
work out more in winter to stay in shape.



If you could meet anyone, living or dead, who would it be and what would you ask them? “Probably my father...I never
knew him and I have a lot I would like to discuss.”



What is the hardest thing you’ve ever done? “I would have to say going through the recession. I was also going through a
divorce, trying to look and buy a home, plus I was a team leader. It was a very stressful time for me, but I always said if I
could get through that time In my life, I could through anything.”



Away from work, what do you like to do, as well as hobbies? “Well I’m currently working a lot, but when I do have time I
like to
renovate my home. This summer I designed my landscape, and it was fun watching that all come together.”



If you could change one thing in your work environment, what would it be? Improve the flow of the repair hole, like moving hoists and all, but I know that would cost a lot of money.”



Where do you see yourself ten years from now? “I will probably be looking forward to retirement since I only have 12
years left. I want to be able to travel and experience different cultures around the world.”
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Seniority Date: 7-21-99
Company: FCA

Dept.: 9171

Hometown: Belvidere, Illinois

Shift: C

Job: Repair

Status: Fulltime; Married

Currently Living Poplar Grove, Illinois

Favorite food?: Look at me, anything.

Favorite sports/Teams?: Indianapolis Colts

Favorite Indoor/Outdoor Activity? Spending time with my family. I’ve got three girls, everything
we do becomes an activity.
Jeremy Endress


If you could meet anyone, living or dead, who would it be and what would you ask them? George Carlin; Twenty plus
years ago he pointed out the down turn of our country, and was pretty spot on!!! Just wanna ask him his opinion on fixing
it??!!



What is the hardest thing you’ve ever done? Married a high school math teacher, and became a father of three wonderful
girls. Also the easiest thing I’ve ever done!



Away from work, what do you like to do as well as hobbies? Ride my Harley and vacationing with the family.



If you could change one thing in your work environment, what would it be? Transparency...both company and union.



Where do you see yourself ten years from now? Hopefully on first shift in repair or right where I’m at!

Seniority Date: 10-17-94
Company: FCA

Dept.: 3250

Shift: C

Hometown: Beloit, Wisconsin
Favorite Food?: Steak/Pot Roast

Job: Inspector/Material Handler

Status: fulltime

Currently Living: Beloit, Wisconsin
Favorite Sport/Teams?: None

Favorite Indoor/Outdoor Activity? Puzzles, swimming/laying in the sun.

Jody Myhre


If you could meet anyone, living or dead, who would it be and what would you ask them? Michael Jackson, I wouldn’t ask
him anything, I would just stare at him in awe...LOL!



What is the hardest thing you’ve ever done? Raising my kids on my own.



Away from work, what do you like to do, as well as hobbies? Travel, hang out with family and friends, also gamble.



If you could change one thing in your work environment, what would it be? The relationship between management and
workers.



Where do you see yourself ten years from now? Retired and living someplace warm all year around.

“YOU DON’T COME TO UNION
No Better time like TODAY
to get involved with YOUR
union and all the things that
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UAW-Chrysler workers pass strike authorization vote
UAW-Chrysler Department Vice President Norwood Jewell on Friday said the union’s
locals had passed strike authorization votes at an overwhelming 97 percent as the
union and Auburn Hills-based automaker continue contract negotiations.
Strike authorization votes are procedural measures taken by union members at all
three automakers. Each year, the votes pass with an overwhelming margin and
allow the union to call for a strike if they determine the automakers have not
bargained in good faith. This is the first year since 2007 that the union can call a
strike against Fiat Chrysler or GM.
Votes at the GM locals were expected to wrap up this week, but no totals were available. Ford’s votes were expected
to continue into next week.
In a two-page update to UAW members, Jewell said the union had been working “tirelessly” to push their demands to
the automaker. “Our team has done a great job of scouring through our current collective bargaining agreements,”
he wrote. “To date, there has been hundreds of carry over language identified and tentatively agreed to.” In a similar
memo sent to UAW-GM members last Friday, Vice President Cindy Estrada said the union was “beginning to work
longer days in pursuit of the best possible outcome for each demand.”
Unions presented their demands to the automakers last week. The two sides in the coming weeks will hammer out a
contract that will touch on pay, health care, product allocations and a number of other issues.
Michael Martinez, The Detroit News August 28, 2015
http://www.detroitnews.com/story/business/autos/chrysler/2015/08/28/uaw-strike-authorization-vote/71320618/
Hello to ALL U.A.W. Local 1268,
First off I would like to say “thank you” to those who challenged the heat, and came out to OUR 50 th Anniversary Party at
Davis Park. It was a great time, especially just to see everyone outside of the plants and just relaxing. The kids seemed to
have fun as well with the bouncy houses, and the rock walls. The food was good, the beers were cold, so again for those of
you that challenged the heat, and the road construction, “Thank You”. And a big thanks to our Financial Secretary, Mike
Moe for all the work he put into the Anniversary party, and to all the standing committees volunteers and other volunteers
for helping to make it a great day.
As far as closer to the plant, I urge you all, at all the shops, beware of coming and going from work, the Belvidere Police seem
to be hanging around our shops a little too close. I have even enjoyed telling them to please leave our Union Halls parking
lot, they can go do their paperwork elsewhere, and with the help of OUR GREAT Secretary at the Union Hall, Kerrie Haile,
one Belvidere Policeman was asked to leave while shooting radar off the American Legion, in the best interest of our
membership, and also to the members and patrons of the American Legion, again beware please.
And as for OUR Union Hall brothers and sisters, this leadership has done, and is doing some great things with OUR Hall,
heating and cooling, new windows, improved the driveway entrance, cleaned up the yard of old tables, and installed new
tables for all of us to use, and the grills may be the next project soon to be coming. Out the front door entrance will be a
bench to use, all of this that has been done, and working on is to improve our Union Hall.
So in closing, U.A.W. Local 1268 summer is closing towards the end. UNIT 1 contract talks are going on, so lets hope for the
best. From what I have heard from all the other UNIT contracts that have been negotiated, ratified, and voted on have all
been to the best interest of the UNIT members.
In Solidarity, Semper Fi
Ron Sodko, Sgt at Arms
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Mary Bingenheimer’s Interview with Jeffrey Gander, our Ergonomics Representative
Mary:

Is it correct? You have pledged $1,000 a year to the scholarship program until you retire?

Jeffery: Yes I have pledged $1000 a year until I retire.
Mary:

Your Seniority date?

Jeffery: 1/7/88 Seniority
Mary:

Before your appointment as Ergo Rep, what department did you work in for Skilled trades?

Jeffery: I Have worked in every department for skilled trades as a millwright.
Mary:

Why did you decide to support the scholarship program?

Jeffery: I feel education is key to all our futures, our future generations will be the ones taking care of us and
advancing society. So education is an investment in our future, and hopefully the betterment of mankind.
Mary:

Why the Larry Rielly Memorial Scholarship?

Jeffery: Larry was on of our forefathers of the local union, a staunch advocate of union rights and union activism.
Larry was always on the side of the union members even if union members was in the wrong. Some of Larry's highlights thru his career: Chief Steward, Committeeman, shop chair, Vice President, President, and Regional Servicing Rep.
Larry’s legacy has helped shape many of the work rules and benefits we enjoy today. Larry also step fathered three
sons that are also strong union activists with two being current committeemen, and one being chief steward until he
chose to take the buyout, even in Larry’s passing his legacy continues to serve the union today.

Lawrence J. Rielly (1943-1999)

From 1966 to 1999, Larry was elected in the positions Chief Steward,
Committeeman, Shop chair, Vice-President, President, International U.A.W.
Servicing Representative, Region 4 Veterans coordinator. He was also a
SP. 4th class in the U.S. Army from 1960-1963.
THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING YOU’VE DONE!
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Erica Jones (Daughter of Ronald Jones Unit 1-FCA):
Unions: What are they Good for?

Larry Rielly Scholarship Award Recipient Winner

Being the daughter of an union member isn’t all fun and games. I’ve often ben given lessons,
lectures, and advice that were all unexpected and, well, un-asked for. However, after hearing what
my dad had to say, I’m thankful that I listened. There have been several times when my father has
come home frustrated because of a crisis. I remember when Chrysler was laying off workers, and
my parents had to have a serious talk with my brother and me, explaining that things might change
in our lives, mainly, and especially financially. We braced ourselves for the worst, and hoped
everyday that he wouldn’t lose his job. Fortunately, we never had to go through that hardship, but
my dad stressed the importance of his involvement in the union throughout that tough time. Last
year, I was enrolled in my school’s AP Government course; there was a unit in which we learned all
about labor unions. At first, I struggled to understand what unions meant and what their
importance was, but after asking my teacher and my dad a few questions, all of that confusion was
quickly cleared up.
Firstly, I think the most important thing to start with is a little history. Unions are the reason that
workers today have breaks, the right to strike, and the work/week hours that they do, and it is vital that the working-class
Americans don’t forget that. If they forget who is was that fought for these rights and ignore the significance of union
involvement, then the structure weakens. In order for labor unions to have the unequivocal power that they do, the
people have to be involved – the unions relies on the workers, and in turn, the workers rely on the union. This is part of
what makes the system work so well, and because it works both ways, unions will undoubtedly exist far into the future. In
today’s day and age, unions are needed for the same reasons they were initially needed. Even to this day, workers aren’t
always treated fairly, even though the government has, over time, made numerous drastic changes to better the workplace
for everyone. All in all, however, companies are still working within a capitalist society that cares more about its
production than its producers. Employers today are concerned more than ever about the money that they are making, and
because of that, they are trying to eliminate rights that workers currently have – the very same that they previously had to
fight for.
As a female who is soon entering into higher education, followed by the workplace, I know a little bit about unequal pay
for women in America. Because unions fight for equal wages for everyone. I think it is specifically important that women
realize the gravity of the situation that they are in. If a women gets a job and discovers that she is making less than the man
next to her, simply because she is a woman, she deserves the right to fight for an equal wage. To do so, a great first step
would be joining a union. As far as I know, unions are not exclusive of women, which means that they are interested in the
rights of all of their workers regardless of sex. Within the current rise of feminist movements, equal pay is of great concern.
While joining a union cannot be a solution for all women in this country, it has the potential to assist a massive portion in
this battle. As I mentioned before, union membership has personally influenced my family because of my father’s job.
Since Chrysler was laying off workers at a point during my father’s employment, it was a major worry to him that he might
lose his job. However, he mentioned that the union had a contract with Chrysler stating that only so many workers could
be laid off, and even if they were, they would still receive sub-pay as a benefit. If my father would have become
unemployed, he would have at least been able to reap a few benefit after the fact. He also told me that people were going
to the Union Hall in order to get paid for odd job since they no longer worked at the plant. That seems to me like a society
in which members can truly be supported, even if the government has no regard for them. The importance of unions is
something that is underrated. Although I personally learned about them through my AP Government class and my own
dad, I know a lot of my peers have no idea what a union is or what kind of value in today’s society it has. When my
classmates and friends enter the workforce, I truly believe that they will quickly realize just how vital those organizations
are to surviving as a worker in a capitalist country. America may have taken many steps forward in terms of support for
workers, but if it wasn’t for the unions’ survival even now, it would be bound to take many more steps back.
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Selena Marie Arreguin (Granddaughter of Jose Arreguin Unit 1-FCA)

THE IMPORTANCE OF INCREASE IN THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE
Minimum wage is defined as the lowest wage permitted by law or by a special agreement. Most jobs such as
retail, fast food services, farming, installation and repair occupations, etc., make minimum wage. Depending on
where these workers live and the minimum wage for the state, they may not be making enough money to support
themselves or family, eventually leading to an increase in poverty. Federal minimum wage should be increased
because not only will it help employees, it will also stimulate our economy, create more jobs, decrease the
turnover rate, and it would help take care of our economics inflation.
An increase in the minimum wage means minimum
wage workers will have more money to spend which
means more money ripples throughout the economy.
When an individual receives their paycheck, more than
half goes towards their bills and the rest is either set
aside to save up or spent on groceries and the regular
household necessities. As more people continue to
spend their money, businesses will be booming,
leading to a need for more workers to keep up with
production.
“Of our nation, more than 25 million low-wage
workers who would benefit from an increase—nine
million who are parents supporting roughly 14 million
children-most are paid wages so low that they bring home incomes below or just above the federal poverty
level” (Quinn). It is sad to think that someone who is working long, difficult hours to support their family can still
be stuck in poverty today. Not to mention, these families stuck in poverty may be getting help from the
government costing the system more money just to be able to help them. Whereas, if the minimum wage were
increased, there would be a decrease in the number of families needing help which would save taxpayers billions
of dollars.
Eventually, with the increased minimum wage, jobs such as retail and fast food services, the turnover rate will
also decrease simply because the workers are being paid more. Most people such as teenagers who are in college
or adults who did not get the chance to go to college find themselves working in a “temporary” work place until
they can quit and get a chance to find a better paying job. Once these individuals quit, the workplace is in need of
more workers and need to take the time to properly train their employees. With an increased minimum wage for
these jobs, employees will not want to quit and will continue to keep their jobs, thus benefitting the employers.
An increase in the minimum wage will not only help workers, it will help the taxpayers, our economy, and our
inflation. In order to help those in need, the minimum wage must be increased and if it is not, our economy will
only continue to worsen.
-Selena Marie Arreguin – Granddaughter of Jose Aguilera Unit 1 FCA
Recipient of the $870.00 UAW 1268 Education Committee Scholarship

CONGRATULATIONS!!
Ron Sodko (left) and Horace Hubbard Jr (right) were
appointed positions on the UAW Veterans Illinois State
Board of Region 4 during their Veterans Conference in
Ottawa, Il at the Pat Greathouse Center. Sodko was
appointed as the Illinois State Chairman, while Hubbard
was appointed as the Illinois Co-Chairman.
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Labor Studies Scholarship $1,000.00 Recipient
Brianna Smith
(Daughter of Christine Smith Unit 4 Android)
How my Career Plan Benefits the American Working class, and Labor Movement.
I am currently pursuing my Associates of Art of Art degree at Rock Valley College.
I have 53 of my 64 credits completed after this semester, with an accumulated
GPA over 3.0. Upon graduation, I am eager to transfer to a four year University to
further my education to my Doctorate. I originally started my first semester
positive I was going into Art Education. Although, I must be honest, it naturally
has changed several times within good judgement, but I am positive I want to
pursue advertisement psychology and Visual Communications. I believe my
chosen career plan will benefit the labor movement, and working class by
providing advertisement for the public to enhance demand, and creating as well
as designing new concepts to be made.
In the world today, advertisement plays a critical role in the presentation of new
products, and how those products are perceived. It is said that we are
subjectively exposed to over twenty thousand logos and advertisements every day. These advertisements allow
producers to reach their product to the consumer, and in contrast, allow the consumer to make decisions based on
preference, credence, and information. By majoring on this specific concentration, I believe I can better the
advertisement industry in providing better advertisements that are engineered to the psychological demands of
consumers. Studying the behavior of consumers and applying it to advertisement will make it more personalized to
different demographics, and in return be beneficial to companies. These companies will then produce more output
of their product, which creates more jobs, and job security for the working class Americans.

Furthermore, the idea of product development design and visual communication is something I’m fascinated with.
All avenues of art apply to the field of visual communication, and I have a burning passion for ceramics as well as
drawing. It was when I was thrown into the real world I realized the job field for art, ceramics especially, is severely
limited. That was until I discovered product development that I saw potential in art as a career. With this major I
will, myself, contribute ideas and a prided work ethic to the working class through sculpting, and creating new and
specialized products to be made and distributed. Not only will I contribute to the working class as a strong,
educated female, I am also interested, dedicated, and inspired to improve the working conditions, and equal pay of
all people and sexes. I created a piece of artwork my senior year in high school at Rockford East High of “Rosie the
Riveter” holding an IPhone. It symbolized the connection of strong women in the new age of technology and
working class, which is something very important to me as a young woman transitioning into the work field and
desired profession.
In short, I pray that if there is anything I can do in life, it is to better the world in some big or small way. I believe my
desired and specialized career field will benefit the lives of the working class and labor movement through help in
creating product demand, and jobs. I would really appreciate, as well as, be honored to be awarded this
scholarship, and appreciate the efforts the Union puts forth to encourage education.
UAW Statement on death of longtime civil rights leader, Julian Bond
“Julian Bond taught us that we should never shy from addressing the
darkness of racism head on; and that the hard work to achieve equality
is through a constant nonviolent dialogue that endures during each
generation. He was a friend of labor, a friend of peace and most of all a
friend to the brotherhood of us all.”
Dennis Williams, President, International Union, UAW
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Dillion Chamberlain (Grandson Of Michael Munger, Ret. Unit 1-FCA)

UAW 1268 Education Committee Scholarship $870.00 Recipient
Why Unions Are Needed Today and Their Importance
In a world with more than seven billion people and a global work force nearing three billion, a single worker
does not hold much influence alone. However, banding together with fellow workers, brothers and sisters against
mistreatment from a corporation or grouping of corporations, a voice can be heard to protect one another. The
primary purpose of a union can be simplified down to a single term known as collective bargaining. Collective
bargaining keeps a single worker from having to compete with another worker over who will work for the least
amount of pay and keeps the worker’s job secure so they need not fear being replaced by another just because it is
more convenient for the business. Prior to the unionization of the United States, atrocious acts against the
working class were occurring such as child labor, life-threatening
workplace conditions, and discrimination against race, gender, religion,
and even those with disabilities. The industrial revolution began around
the 1790’s and continued until the mid-1800’s. During this time, both
manufacturing and employment dramatically increased, however, the
quality of life, working conditions, and overall morality of the common
worker began to drop at an equal rate. With the employment need for
the emerging factories growing, factories turned to the large grange of
unskilled workers they could easily replace if needed. With such a
significant amount of workers willing to work less than the next worker,
employers could offer next to nothing in terms of salary and still receive a
wave of employees. In addition to working for just a few cents,
employers would make many employees work for fourteen to sixteen
hours a day with little to no breaks, six days a week. As if to further
illustrate the misuse of workers, skilled workers only earned a pay
insignificantly higher than an unskilled worker. Women would only
receiver one-third or one-half the pay of a man, and children would receiver a pay of less than ten cents an hour.
While men often had a larger variety of work offered to them, women and children had a very limited job base
which often were in extremely unsafe environments. Women would primarily work in textile mills which cramped
with women working elbow to elbow and the buildings were sealed shut to deter unwarranted breaks by their
managers. One of the most horrific and tragic accidents in the United States Labor history occurred because of a
textile building being sealed shut. The Triangle shirtwaist Factory went up in flames on March 25, 1911 while 146
garment workers were trapped inside. These workers died from the fire, smoke inhalation, and jumping to their
deaths; most of these women were between the ages of sixteen and twenty three. Children would often work in
factories with lots of large, fast moving machinery that could easily remove small fingers, arms, legs, and any other
body part. If the child was lucky enough to never be seriously injured by machinery, they were subjected to stale
air contaminated with toxins and fumes from the machines.
Union activities begin to significantly appear around the middle of the 19th-century with the industrial
revolution beginning to slow down. Some of the first known union activities all center around the abuse caused by
the industrial revolution, especially concerning child labor. According to Child Labor Public Education Project, as
early as 1832, “the New England association of Farmers, Mechanics and other Workingmen resolve that ‘Children
should not be allowed to labor in the factories from morning till night, without any time for healthy recreation and
mental culture,’ for it ‘endangers their...well-being and health.” Only four short years later, members of the
National Trades’ Union Convention made the first formal, public proposal about defining a minimum factory
working age. Eventually, through the work of many different unions banding together, child labor laws slowly but
surely became established into what we have today. In addition to setting a clear and precise definition to child
labor, unions have changed many aspects of the work environment for both union members and non-union
members alike. Such changes of the era included safer working conditions, nay and all breaks at work, as well as
laws ending sweatshops in the United States. After the tragic events that unfolded at the Triangle Shirtwaist
Factory, many women driven unions came together to speak about the harsh environment that people in these
factories are subjugated to. (continued on page 25)
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(Continued from page 24)

Union activists such as Rose Schneiderman gave speeches and called out against the unfair treatment of the
common worker, not just by employers, but also by the current laws of the time. Thanks to union activists and the
voices of the collective unions, in New York alone, thirty-eight new labor regulating laws were passed and over 200
factories were found in which an even could occur just like at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory. More modern
examples of how labor unions have improved the conditions of the working class include Social Security, the
American with Disabilities Act of 1990, and even the civil Rights Movement which the UAW was a major supporter
and funder of. Unions will always stand and guard the rights of ever worker, both union and non-union alike, to
ensure the travesties of the past can never be repeated. To this day, large unions such as the AFL-CIO and the UAW
continue to offer protection to the everyday worker as well as a voice in the ever growing noise of the corporate
machines.
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UNION MEETING
The General Membership Meeting is
currently held the last Sunday of every
month at 1:00pm. Next meeting:

September 27, 2015
(Except when changed by Executive board or
Membership action)

Retiree Meeting is held the last
Thursday of the month.

Brenda Trimble
Dave Woody

Article submissions are welcomed and encouraged from
all members of UAW Local 1268. Articles that appear in
this publication are the opinion of the person that has
submitted it, not necessarily the opinion of this Local or
the international Union. All articles that are submitted
to the Union Voice for publication will be edited and
become the property of this Local Union and may not
be reproduced without permission of this editorial staff.
—UAW 1268 Communication Team
Marilyn Spradling—Webmaster
Monica Sago—Editor, Union Voice
Horace Hubbard Jr—Editor-at-Large
Mary Bingenheimer—Editor, UAW 1268 Newsletter
www.uaw1268.org
editor@uaw1268.org

